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Carl Hay’s RV-6 before its encounter with a Mexican crosswind.

On Mexican Crosswinds
By Carl Hay
Some of you may have heard of Home Wing member Carl Hay’s unfortunate mishap south of the border.
Carl agreed to recount the experience for all of us here
in the newsletter.

A

s some of you may know, I damaged my airplane
on a recent trip to Mexico. I'm writing about it
here for two reasons. First, I don't want to have to re-tell
the story a million times. Second, I hope to learn something by spilling my guts, and perhaps someone else can
learn from my mistakes as well. This month, I'll give you
the facts surrounding the accident, and some of my soul
searching about it. Next month, I'll tell you about
"negotiating" with the Mexican officials, the trip to recover the airplane, and describe the damage that I have
found.
I awoke on Sunday, March 7 at 5:00 am to the
sound of wind in the palm trees by our room. I got up,
dressed, and went out to check on the airplanes. ActuHome Wing – Van’s Air Force

ally, the wind was blowing only about 10 knots, but the
trees made it sound worse. I went back to bed, knowing
that we would be flying this morning from Mulege on the
Sea of Cortez, over to the Pacific side of Baja to go on a
whale-watching adventure.
When Dan Delano and I departed Mulege at about
10:00 am, the wind had picked up a little, and was blowing straight out of the west. Our takeoff on runway 33
was uneventful, but as soon as we turned west, we got
rocked by low-level turbulence. We also noticed a lot of
blowing sand and dust around. The turbulence continued
until we got to about 7,000', where it smoothed out. We
leveled off at 7,500', and were startled to see our ground
speed – 90 knots. That meant that the wind was blowing
at least 60 knots, out of the southwest. Since we couldn't
see any holes in the overcast ahead, I suggested that, instead of continuing, we fly south to Loreto for muchneeded fuel.
Dan agreed, so we headed south. As we flew along,
it was clear that we had a VERY strong wind to contend
with. About 40 miles out, we switched to Loreto tower,
to see what the winds were there. We heard people check
(Continued on page 4)
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EAA CHAPTER 105 Pancake Breakfast:

Events Calendar
Meeting coordinator:
Randall Henderson
503-297-5045
randall@edt.com

MONTHLY MEETING:

First Saturday of every month at Twin Oaks Airpark,
8:00 am, $4.00 (always lot’s of RVs to look at too!)
This month: 5/1/99

EAA CHAPTER 105 Monthly Meeting:
Third Thursday of every month at the EAA 105 hangar/
clubhouse, Twin Oaks Airpark, 7:00 pm
This month: 5/20/99

2nd Thursday of every month at various locations, 7:00
pm.

This month: Thursday, 5/13/99
The May meeting will be at Kevin Lane and Brian Moentenich's hangar at Troutdale airport. This promises to
be a unique and fun meeting - Kevin and Brian both have
RV-6As, and we expect there will be several other RVs
there. So, the meeting is slated to be an everyone flies
event, and we hope to get everyone up for a ride. Should
be a great time! For this reason we are starting at 6:00
pm instead of the usual 7:00 pm.

Directions:
To get there, punch "TTD" into your
GPS and go to where it points you. Oh,
you're driving? All right, if you must
use a ground vehicle, take I-84 east,
beware of state sheriffs with radar near
207th exit. Exit Troutdale (exit 17), continue past the
gas stations, pass under I-84 (left) then straight to go
around east end of airport. Enter the parking lot near the
control tower, left to Aerowest gate, combination is
1098. Proceed past above ground fuel tanks, left to the
last blue hanger on the right, D-10, and park on the
grass. Remember others may need access to their hangers. Hanger phone number is 503-307-0684.

April Meeting Recap

C

arl Weston graciously volunteered to hold the April
meeting at his home in Aloha after a last minute
plea from Randall because the previously scheduled host
(yours truly) had to be out of town. After Randall took
us through the normal group business Carl took us
through his project.
Carl has been working on his RV-6 for approximately three years now. He has fully completed his empennage and is just finishing his wings. His fuselage kit
is waiting patiently in a storage room, looks he’ll be
ready to start on it shortly.
Carl already has his engine, a Lycoming AEIO-360
A1A originally from a Decathalon. The engine was rebuilt by Premier at HIO with Lycon cylinders.
The hot tech tip from the meeting was Carl’s power
Scotchbrite machine, a most innovative trick. Carl took a
normal vibrating sander and applied self-adhesive male
Velcro to the sanding pad. He then cuts normal Scotch-

Kevin will be out there by 6:00 pm and will give rides to
anyone who wants one. It would be easiest to pick up/
drop off passengers at the fuel tanks. The tower will be
informed as to what is going on. It would be nice if others would fly in early to help with rides.

Tentative future meeting schedule:
June:
July:
August:

Scappoose fly-in
Randy Lervold’s house
volunteers needed, see Randall
Carl’s Lycoming AEIO-360 awaits installation.
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Self-adhesive male Velcro on a motorized sander to
which Scotchbrite readily adheres.
brite pads in the shape of the sanding pad and they stick
easily to the male velcro with no further meands of attachment. Great idea!
Thanks to the Weston’s for their hospitality!
...Randy
The fuselage comes out of the jig… hooray!

Editor’s Hangar

B

eing the editor of this esteemed publication
brings with it certain privileges that help offset
the burden of the work. One of those is that I get to
write about my own project. My hope is that some of
you might even find it interesting. I hope the rest of
you will simply tolerate the indulgence.
This month marked two milestones for me. First,
my fuselage came out of the jig… hooray! Second,
my engine arrived… bigger hooray! My engine came
from Bart Lalonde at Aero Sport Power in Kamloops, B.C. In the next issue or two I’ll probably do
an article on Bart’s operation and my experience
with them. In the mean time I thought you might like
to see a picture of it. Quite a beauty to behold if you
ask me. Funny how non-builder’s don’t seem to take The editor’s new engine has arrived directly from Bart Laany joy at all in the sight of a brand new custom- londe – a work of art indeed. “I think it would look great in
built O-360, oh well.
the living room, what do you think dear?” Somehow my wife
Thanks to all those who sent suggestions for
didn’t see the wisdom of this idea.
methods of communicating renewal dates to e-mail
subscribers. After considering the suggestions and altercheck the date, and mail me a check if you’re due.
natives I’ve decided just to list the e-mail subscribers and
Keep building and flying!
their dates in the e-mail to which the newsletter is at...Randy Lervold
tached. That way you can quickly scan for your name,
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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in, but couldn't hear tower response. Finally, at about 30
miles out, we heard that winds were 220 degrees at 32
knots. Since the runway there is 16-34, we knew that we
would have a major crosswind to contend with. At about
that time, a pilot reported severe turbulence descending
into Loreto about 15 miles north. I checked our seat belts
for tightness, and we began to descend out of 7,500'.
At about 5,500 feet, we really got rocked. Fortunately, I had slowed the airplane down, and we were
tightly belted in. I reported the turbulence to tower, and
suggested that flight over the water (further east) might
be smoother. At one point, I looked over at the G meter,
and saw +4 and -2. This was definitely the worst turbulence I had ever been in. As we got lower, however, the
turbulence got better, and I jogged over to line up with
the runway. I warned my passenger that "this is liable to
be wild". Three guys departing in EZEs called us, to
warn that we would have at least a 20 knot crosswind
component.
I had to hold an amazingly large crab angle to hold
the runway, as I descended through 500 feet. I decided to
continue, since my experience was that often the wind
dies down considerably close to the ground, and, I had
handled some pretty severe crosswinds in the past.
As I crossed the runway threshold, things weren't
looking so bad. I was able to get the airplane lined up on
the runway, with little or no drift. I got the airplane on
the runway, in pretty good shape. I hadn't rolled very far,
however, when it started to skip across the runway, despite my application of full right aileron. I could hold the
nose straight with rudder, but I simply couldn't stop the
airplane from skipping. It skipped twice, or maybe three
times, when I heard a very loud tire squeal. I was not applying brake, so I couldn't understand what had happened. At that point, the airplane went up on its nose,
and I heard the propeller hit the runway. (This is definitely NOT a happy sound.) The wind then pushed the
tail around, and the airplane fell back on the tail, pointed
at about 270 degrees.
I called Dan, and told him that I had crashed the airplane, hoping that would convince him not to try to land
on that runway. The tower called to see if we needed
anything. I said we were all right. Then, I realized we'd
better get out of the airplane, so I shut everything down,
and we made a hasty exit.
Dan, after some discussion, convinced the tower that
he could land on the short (600-800') taxiway that connected the parking ramp to the runway. He had to approach right over my wrecked airplane, and landed
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safely, although hard due to the gusting wind.
The fire crew helped us out of the airplane, and then
towed my poor, bent airplane to the parking ramp. A cursory look at the damage showed the left (downwind)
landing gear severely bent and misaligned. Both propeller
tips were bent backward for the last 3-4". The induction
inlet and PROPELLER SPINNER were eroded from
scraping on the runway. The tailwheel spring was severely bent, and the skin was buckled on the pilot's side.
The airplane was still supporting itself, so we tied it
down, and went in to begin the business of trying to talk
to the officials.
I have agonized over how this accident happened. As
with any accident, I think it had many causes. Obviously,
this was a preventable accident, so I have tried hard to
understand what some of those causes were. Here's what
I've discovered so far:
FUEL
I absolutely hate sweating fuel. We had been flying for
about 3 hours and 15 minutes total time when we landed.
My fuel totalizer was showing 14 gallons left. In order to
get to another airport that had fuel, we would have had to
fly for an hour under no wind conditions. Under these
wind conditions, I knew that it would be over an hour.
We could have returned to Mulege in about a half hour
of flying time. Then, we would have been on the ground
there with 10 gallons or so left, and no fuel to buy there.
In my mind, we were short of fuel, even though I had
an hour and a half of fuel on board. That increased my
motivation to try to get down in Loreto.
CROSSWIND EXPERIENCE
I had landed my RV6 in some pretty hairy crosswinds,
and the airplane had always performed very well. In retrospect, I think that I was pretty cocky about my ability
to handle severe crosswinds. I have learned that, in Mexico, they don't tell you whether the winds are gusty or
not. Here in the States, they say "25, gusting to 32 peak
gusts 35". In Mexico, they just say "32 knots". People on
the ground who watched the accident, said that the wind
was really gusting at the time. In the airplane, I couldn't
tell whether it was gusty, or just low-level turbulence.
The windsock was just standing straight out, and I didn't
have much time to watch it. They reported the wind direction as 220 degrees. When Dan landed on the perpendicular taxiway (250 degrees) he didn't have any crosswind component at all. I don't know how to reconcile
this, but I think the wind was more of a crosswind than
(Continued on page 5)
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Paint Chatter

(Continued from page 4)

they reported, and I KNOW it was more of a crosswind
than I thought.
PLANNING
Ultimately, I think that my biggest failure was in not
having a plan, and sticking to it. My only plan was to
land the damned airplane. Instead, I should have been
much more cautious about checking the crosswind. I
should have flown over the whole length of the runway,
checking the wind for direction and gustiness. I should
never have let the airplane hit the ground, until I was absolutely sure that it was within my limits and the limits of
the airplane.
What I am still struggling with, is how I let myself
get into that situation. I hope that those of you who have
flown with me, would agree that I'm a very cautious pilot. I'm usually the one who double-checks everything,
and then proceeds very cautiously. I'm not sure why I let
that all slip, and let myself get into a situation that I
couldn't handle.
The factors above, I think, were all contributors, but
I've faced situations like that many, many times before,
and have always made conservative, thoughtful decisions. I did not in this situation, and that fact is likely to
continue to haunt me for some time to come.
...Carl
Update: Carl reports that he’s got the propeller and
engine off the airplane, and sent out for repairs. He’s
just starting the airframe work. He estimates it'll be
back in the air in a couple of months.
...ed

Kevin in
front of
the entry
arbor he
built in
trade for
fiberglass
work on
his plane.
Good
deal!
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(or Too Many Fumes)
By Kevin Lane

B

rian and I have been round and round about getting
our airplanes painted. So many painters want so
much money and have a very take it or leave it attitude
about it all. We finally met the painter at KelsoLongview, Stephen Smith, and liked him and his cooperative attitude.
My plane however is a long ways from painting, especially the fiberglass work. After having continual problems with the cowling cracking I installed a plenum system which removed the pressure from the upper cowling.
I decided to build circular inlets that were part of the
lower cowl and change how the upper cowl separated up
front. Consequentially my cowlings had lots of blobs of
resin from "I'd rather fly than work" along with the fact
that resin sets up very slowly during Portland winters in
unheated hangers, if at all.
Ted Bachus, of Emerald Aircrafters at TTD, builds
very nice plastic airplanes and lives with an interior designer with lots of ideas. Being a carpenter I cashed in on
this problem and traded labor in a deal where we both
did what we do best. Ted now has an elegant gate/arbor
entry that Elizabeth designed and N3773 now has beautiful epoxy-primered fiberglass all ready for that final
paint job.
Monday I started on the entry. It has four sets of
four posts setting on existing stone Ted told me that he
had two employees working on my plane. “Hey, you're
ahead of me.” Good, more hours. I can catch up now.
Wednesday was spent on rental property, priming on
Saturday. He says that two of them have been working
on it all week. It's hard filler. When I went over Saturday
it took us ½ an hour just to strip off the masking tape. I'll
behind.
Ted admits he still underestimates how much time
things take. As a metal plane builder it doesn't sink in
when you read about spending a thousand hours filling
pinholes. Ted finished up my cowling and wingtips. He
skipped the wheel pants because I hope to replace them.
I'm fifty hours behind, they put 86 hours into N3773.
It looks nice, in fact kind of Lancair-ish in places. So, if
you need fiberglass work done consider bartering hours.
You just need to find the guy in need of whatever you do,
say hydro-electric turbine design work, or repair of his
mobile x-ray equipment, or perhaps new ideas for his PC
based networking platform.
...Kevin
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New Panel Supplier
Randy,
I wasn't sure who to contact but I wanted to let Your
club know we're here. Our company is called Panelworks. We specialize in fabrication & wiring of experimental aircraft instrument panels. Our past experience
includes my four years with Chief Avionics where I
achieved the position of Avionics Sales Mgr, and Michelle's four years experience as Avionics Panel Technician and Avionics Installer. Prior to this experience Michelle had 14 yrs electronics wiring experience. Michelle is also versed in AutoCad and she includes a detailed wiring diagram with all of her harnesses. We are
well versed in modern avionics systems and interface.
We use only the highest quality mil-spec wire, terminals
and tooling. Our main goal is to provide Our customers
a more personal, dedicated and enjoyable buying experience at a great price.
We also are able to provide a wide variety of parts
as well as avionic equipment. We are unable to use
credit cards at this time but as soon as response and
demand is high enough We'll have that ability as well.
Please tell Your club members to allow Us the opportunity to quote on their project or parts needs, big
or small. We are located in Grants Pass, Or
Thanks,
Gary Wheeler
Panelworks
(541) 472-8463 PH/FAX
panlwrks@internetcds.com

Local Airports
Change Identifiers
Just got the new Oregon Aeronautics Div. Newsletter,
and noticed that Scappoose airport identifier has
changed, from 1S4 to SPB. Also Hermiston has changed,
from S22 to HRI. Make a note! (Of course if you have a
LORAN or GPS with an out of date data base, you will
need to remember the old identifiers, because they won't
recognize the new ones.)
Also surfed over to the Oregon Aeronautics Division
web site for the first time -- good site! If you have web
access, I encourage you to check it out -- the URL is
www.odot.state.or.us/aero.
...Randall Henderson
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You are invited to
the

Eighth Annual
Northwest RV Fly-In
Saturday June 19, 1999 10:00am-4:00pm
Scappoose Ind. Airport (SPB)
Hosted by

This is the premier RV event of the Northwest (all
right, Van's Homecoming is pretty good too....) with
good food, souvenir t-shirts, vendors, prizes, lots of RV
camaraderie, and more!
Last year we had close to 60 RVs, including the first
customer-built RV-8. The BlackJack squadron flew
down from Puget Sound and did some formation flybys,
and a bunch of Young Eagles got rides. This year should
be even better, so come join the fun!

We'll be there rain or shine, so even if the weather's
sub-par and you have to drive, come on in anyway.
We can congregate in the hangar, eat burgers, and
tell flying stories.
Attention! - Home wing members (and anyone else
who wants) are encouraged to come early (8:00 am)
and help get set up. We need help with food, meet
& greet, auto parking, t-shirt sales, etc. Please be a
pal and sign up for something. Everyone pitching in
means no one has to spend the whole day working.
That way we all get a chance to have some fun!
Don will get the volunteers organized at the next
Home Wing meeting, but please feel free to give
him a call to sign up for something even if you don’t
attend the meeting.
Air Traffic Procedures
Please help Scappoose Airport be a good neighbor
and fly the published pattern at the published altitude. No low fly-bys or aerobatics. After landing,
monitor ground control on 129.25. Follow the
greeter's directions for parking. Please shut down
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

your engine upon leaving the taxiway.
When departing, pull your plane onto the pavement
before starting your engine so as not to blow grass
and dirt all over everyone else's planes.
Fuel (80/87 and 100LL) is available on-field, $1.68/
gal.

RTV Revisited
12/11/95

RVators, Bill Benedict (Van's GM) related some interesting new information on this subject. Apparently Van's
had spoken to someone at one of the RTV manufacturers
who said that the Acetic acid based RTV was originally
developed for the purpose of making it stick better to aluminum! Apparently the other type would peel
off a lot easier, and the acetic acid gave it
self-etching properties.
Van's then made two samples, one
with acetic acid and one without, and gave them to
local builder Steve Harris who put them in an environmental chamber where (salt spray and the whole bit) for
something like 2 months. After that time neither sample
showed any corrosion, but the Non-acetic acid based
RTV would peel off relatively easily while the acetic acid
based would not. So maybe now we're back to using normal RTV after all! One note: a lot of us prime before riveting, and I'll bet that either type would stick better to the
paint than to bare aluminum, so it it may not matter
which type you use if you have primed the parts.

cs
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First some history: A couple of
some concern popped up among builders about the
fact that normal RTV contains acetic acid which can allegedly be corrosive to aluminum. Since then there has
been a lot of discussion about what to use instead, and
Van's manual now specifies "Electronic grade" RTV
which contains no acetic acid.
Last night at the monthly meeting of the Portland

...Randall Henderson
2/1/2000
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Classifieds...

Issue 99.5
Classifieds are free to Home Wing members. Ads will run for three
months. Send to editor by e-mail or mail. Renewals ok, just let editor
know. Date at end of the ad is last month ad scheduled to run.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1/2 ownership in an RV-6, 160hp O-320,
825 TTAF&PP, New top end from EC, Hartzell C/S
prop., IIMorrow GX-65 GPS-COM, Exlt paint-hangar
baby, Electric flaps and aleron trim, $27,500 call Larry
@ (503) 655-9236
RV-4 jig - . Built by Keith Cook. He built a fuselage on
it, then Gary Standley built his fuse on it, then Steve
Harris, then Brent Anderson, and now me. Gary says
Keith doesn’t want it back, but wants it passed on to
other builders. It is ipso facto a builders’ group jig, so
perhaps it should be listed in the Tool Exchange. It is
under the eave of my garage now, but Gary said he
would clear a place for it in his shop until someone
wants it. It is a really nice jig made of clear straight lumber. Call Rion @ 670-1144, 646-8763 or Gary @ 5919040, 4/99
1/2 can ProSeal – Opened 1/99, Kevin 503-233-1818
Misc For Sale:
• Warnke prop for 150 hp RV. 3/8 bolts, extension
and spinner w/plates. Used approx 200 hours, $500.
• Mini (1") vacuum gauge, new, $40.
• RV-4 cowl, small scoop, new, vintage early 90's,
make offer.
Contact Dennis Jackson at 503-720-2704 or e-mail
denny@tms-usa.com 7/99
Mixture Cable for sale – This is a custom length ACSA800, similar to Van's "CT RED VMIXTURE" but different length and throw. Specs are as follows:
∗ Red (vernier) knob 58" long from nut hub at cockpit
end to end of cable at carb end
∗ 1 5/8" throw
∗ Threaded sleeve at 51 1/2"
∗ P/O cover
∗ 10-32 end
∗ Similar to Van's "CT RED VMIXTURE" but different
length and throw.
NOTE: The throw on this cable is set up for the MA4-5
carb with the SHORT mixture control arm, which is
NOT standard on the carburetors that come on Van's O360-A1A, but may be used on this carb or other versions of it. If you think you might want this cable, be
sure to measure the throw on your carb. Contact Randall Henderson, (503) 297-5045 randall@edt.com, 5/99
Steel Empennage Jig Crossmember – Available for
loan. Call Aden Rich, 360-636-6074, 7/99
For Sale –
• O-320 brand new cylinder assembly, chrome with
valves installed, wide deck. Paid $750, sell for $350
obo.
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•

RV-4 throttle quadrant with mixture & throttle cables, make offer.
• Avery 2X rivet gun with $120 in rivet sets etc.
• Avery microstop countersink, bits other misc. tools,
$150 obo.
• Magnetos – 1 Slick 4250R, new. 1 good used Bendix S4LN-204, make offer.
• Lycoming geardrive starter, new, 144 tooth, make
offer.
Contact Butch Walters, 360-636-2483 or
arvnwco@kalama.com, 8/99
Hangar at 1S4 – Looking for a hangar on a temporary
bases at a local airport? Call 503-645-1946 and asked
for Mike Billiar, e-mail: your6a@aol.com, 7/99
Duckworks Landing Lights - Retro-fittable, light, easy
installation. Kits start at $69, discount for Home Wingers. Don Wentz, 503-696-7185
RV-ATION BOOKSTORE - 54+ books and videos specifically for the RV builder and pilot. Call or write for a
FREE catalog; (970) 887-2207, PO Box 270, Tabernash, CO 80478. Or see our web page at www.
rvbookstore.com Featured item: 18 YEARS OF THE
RV-ATOR is now available
BACK ISSUES are available at $2.00 each including
postage. Limited availability, contact newsletter editor.

WANTED
Wanted – RV6A Fuselage jig. Would like to borrow if
possible. Pat Hammell Cornelius, OR 503-640-9414 H,
503-532-0962 W, Patrick.Hammell@nike.com (6/99)

Use ‘em!
I’d like to encourage all you members to take advantage of the classified section. Since it’s free why not take
a stab at unloading that unused airplane stuff. Besides,
it’s kind of interesting to look at all the odds ‘n ends for
sale.
Please note that the date at the end of each ad is the
expiration date. They run for three months and then are
dropped unless you want them renewed by notifying me.
...Randy
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The Tool Exchange
The Home Wing owns a selection of tools for use by
its members. The Toolmeister is Brent Ohlgren, 503288-8197. Call either Brent or the member who has the
tools to arrange use. Please remember to ALWAYS let
Brent know where these tools are.

Other benevolent members also have tools they may
be willing to loan. Let the editor know if you have jigs,
tools, shop space, etc. to loan, exchange, or otherwise
provide — at NO COST — or if you are looking for
something specific to borrow. And whether your item is
listed here or not, go ahead and bring it to the meeting.

Item

Item

Owner/lender

HVLP paint sprayer

Custom cutting wheel mandrel
(for cutting your canopy)

Stan VanGrunsven

Prop tach (calibrate your tach)
Engine stand

Butch Walters
Don Wentz

360-636-2483
503-696-7185

Engine hoist
Precision chemical scale
(for measuring Pro Seal)

Norm Rainey
Brent Anderson

360-256-6192
503-646-6380

Hole template for instrument panel
Wire crimping tool & die
Brake lining rivet set
Tune-up & annual kit (compression checker, mag timing light, timing dial,
mag adjustment tool, plug gapper, high voltage cable tester, and plug vibrator cleaner.

Subscriptions Due
Look at the date under your address on the cover.
THAT IS THE DATE YOUR $10 IS DUE. Use the
form at the back of this newsletter to subscribe or renew.
If you are paid up but the date doesn’t reflect this please
send the editor an e-mail.

Phone / e-mail

Surveyor's transit level (handy way Bill Kenny
to level wing and fuselage jigs

503-590-8011

Back riveting contraption (large, Bob Neuner
counterweighted bucking bar and
suspension system and offset back
rivet sets

503-771-6361

Lead crucible (for melting lead for Doug Stenger
elevator counterweights)

503-324-6993

Table saw taper jib (for tapering Carl Weston
wing spar flange strips)

503-649-8830

48" pan break located at hanger Kevin Lane
PLS D-10 at Troutdale if an RV
builder needs some metal bent.

233-1818

Home Wing Newsletter Subscription/Renewal
Please fill out and mail to Randy Lervold, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas, WA 98607, along with $10 for renewals
or new subscriptions. Please make checks payable to either Randy Lervold or Home Wing. If you are renewing you
only need to give your name, date, payment method, and any other information that has changed. Use this form for address changes too!
Name:

Spouse:

Address:

Home phone:

City, State, Zip:

Work phone:
E-Mail:

Project:
RV-3
RV-4
RV-6
RV-6A
RV-8
RV-8A

Status:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Empennage
Wings
Fuselage
Finish kit

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force

Flying

o
o
o
o
o

Payment:
Check:
Cash:
Info change only:

Newsletter

o
o
o

Distribution:

Mail
E-mail (pdf)

o
o
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Randy Lervold, Editor
5228 NW 14th Circle
Camas WA 98607

Disclaimer: The Van’s Air Force Home Wing newsletter is in no way a publication of Van’s Aircraft or any other corporation. All products
reviewed or mentioned are not necessarily recommended for use by the Home Wing, but are included for informational purposes only. All
builders tips represent only the means by which the builder whose name is associated with the tip chose to build his/her aircraft. Builder’s
tips are not meant to replace the plans and instructions from Van’s Aircraft. All builder’s tips are presented only as a source of information
and a forum for exchange and the sharing of ideas and construction methods. NO responsibility or liability is assumed, expressed, or implied as to the suitability, accuracy, safety or approval thereof. Any party using the suggestions, ideas, or examples does so at their own risk
and discretion and without recourse against anyone. The editor of the Home Wing newsletter and the builder’s tips submitters are not responsible for any product or builder’s tips misuse, incorrect construction, or design failure, nor any other peril. Any material printed within
may be reprinted without permission, but please give credit to the original source and author. If the original source is not the Home Wing
newsletter, it is not necessary to credit the Home Wing newsletter, only the original source and author. The Home Wing newsletter is published more or less monthly. Subscriptions are $10/year. Complimentary issue for new builders upon request. Mail subscriptions, ideas,
tips, tricks, and articles to the newsletter editor.

Home Wing contacts:
Newsletter Editor ................................. Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas WA 98607
Newsletter e-mail ................................. RandyLervold@csi.com
Meeting Coordinator ............................ Randall Henderson 503-297-5045
Fly-In Leader ....................................... Don Wentz 503-543-2298
Archivist (keeper of the back issues) ..... Carl Weston 503-649-8830
Official website .................................... www.edt.com/homewing
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